Influence Mechanisms of Rainfall and Terrain Characteristics on Total Nitrogen Losses from Regosol
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Abstract: The upper reach of the Yangtze River is an ecologically sensitive region where water loss, soil erosion, and nonpoint source (NPS) pollution are serious issues. In this drainage area, regosol is the most widely distributed soil type. Cultivation on regosol is extensive and total nitrogen (TN) has become a common NPS pollutant. Artificial rainfall experiments were conducted to reveal the influence mechanisms of rainfall and terrain on TN losses from regosol. The results showed that there were positive correlations between precipitations and TN loads but negative ones between precipitations and TN concentrations. Furthermore, negative correlations were more obvious on fields with slopes of 5° and 25° than on other slopes. With increasing rainfall intensity, TN loads rose simultaneously. However, TN concentration in runoff-yielding time presented a decline over time. As far as terrain was concerned, TN loads grew generally but not limitlessly when slopes increased. Similarly, TN concentrations also rose with rising slopes; upward trends were more obvious for steeper slopes. Furthermore, the initial runoff-yielding time became longer for steeper slopes and the differences under various rainfall intensity conditions diminished gradually.
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1. Introduction

With economic and social development, water contamination has become a serious problem in many countries [1–3]. With control of point source contamination, nonpoint source (NPS) contamination has become dominant cause of water contamination due to its multi-source, wide distribution, the difficulty of controlling it and so on [4–6]. Nowadays, identifying effect factors and their mechanisms of influence on NPS pollutant exports have become research hotspots in the field of NPS pollution control [7–9].

Rainfall is known as the driving force of NPS pollution, while terrain is the main effect factor in the generation and transport of NPS pollutants [10,11]. Where NPS pollutants are concerned, total nitrogen (TN) is critical, being dissolved in runoff and adsorbed in sediment with soil and water loss [12–14].

The Yangtze River is the third longest river in the world and the longest in China. Its drainage area accounts for 18.8% of the land area in China [15–17]. The upper reach of the Yangtze River is defined from the source of the Yangtze River to the Three Gorges Dam (the largest dam in the world) and with a length of 4504 km and a drainage area of $10^6 \text{ km}^2$ [18]. Water pollution control for the upper reach of the Yangtze River plays a significant role in water and soil conservation, maintaining biodiversity, and ensuring water environment security in the whole river basin [19–21]. In the upper
reach of the Yangtze River, regosol is the dominant soil; it is suitable for cultivation but erodible [22]. Therefore, understanding the influence mechanisms of rainfall and terrain on total nitrogen losses from regosol is essential for NPS pollution research, pollution control and the environmental protection of the Yangtze River’s water [23].

In recent decades, a great deal of research concerning the influence of rainfall and terrain on NPS nitrogen pollution has been carried out worldwide [24–26]. A comparative study of the effects of rainfall events on the removal of NPS nitrogen determined the efficiency ratio indexes, load summation and load regression in the Kyeong—a stream basin, South Korea [27]. Rainfall shortly after the surface application of poultry manure was shown to have the potential to significantly increase surface runoff TN concentration in Iowa, United States [28]. A study carried out in a typical rain field of black soil in Northeast China indicated that different tilling systems led to distinctively different concentrations of losses of water-soluble nitrogen and particulate nitrogen, and loss of water-soluble nitrogen and particulate nitrogen per unit area [29]. Land use, sediment and sand content play dominant roles in affecting NPS pollutant export and contribute to the high heterogeneity of TN in regosol in the Sichuan Province in the upper reach of the Yangtze River [30]. Wilson and Weng found that concentrations of TKN, nitrate, nitrite and TN in surface water depended heavily on the spatiotemporal distribution of land use/land cover in the Lake Calumet area near Chicago, United States [31]. However, previous studies have mostly concentrated on the effects of land use and sand content on nitrogen loss in watersheds, while the influence mechanisms of rainfall and terrain with respect to nitrogen losses have not been thoroughly discussed. Therefore, these influence mechanisms need to be better understood; one method involves artificial rainfall experiments on regosol under simulated rainfall and terrain conditions.

The objective of this study is to reveal the influence mechanisms of rainfall and terrain characteristics on TN losses from regosol. This research aims to reflect how TN losses from regosol are affected by rainfall and terrain characteristics such as precipitation, rainfall intensity, rainfall duration, and slope conditions. For this study, artificial rainfall experiments were conducted in which rainfall and terrain conditions were divided into different levels. The first part of this paper shows the relationships between rainfall conditions and TN load, TN concentration, and the initial runoff-yielding time. The effects of terrain conditions on TN load, TN concentration, and the initial runoff-yielding time will also be discussed. Our goal is to give researchers a reference in understanding transport processes, establishing simulation models, and identifying parameters for modeling NPS pollution. This research may also provide support for decision making by administrators of NPS pollution control and land management.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Materials

Regosol soil, which accounts for 13.18% of the upper reach of the Yangtze River, has the characteristics of abundant fertility but high erodibility, resulting from hillslope in the drainage area (Figure 1) [32]. In our research, the experimental field was located in Chongqing City in the upper reach of the Yangtze River, where soil and water loss and NPS pollution are serious problems because of abundant rainfall and steep slopes [33]. The experimental field (106°43’ E, 29°53’ N) was located on a hillside of the Beibei district of Chongqing City where the soil type is regosol. Precipitation and rainfall intensity in that location were the factors representing rainfall characteristics, and the slope was chosen to represent typical terrain, one that has significant effects on TN losses.
The 20 cm of topsoil was selected as soil samples to eliminate the spatial heterogeneity of physical and chemical properties for various soil samples. The regosol was crushed gently, passed through a 7 mm sieve to remove stones and impurities, air-dried by the oven drying method to reduce initial soil water content rate to 12.16%, and then mixed thoroughly. The physical and chemical properties of the soil samples are listed in Table 1. Regosol is thin, usually less than 50 cm; little was more than 1 m deep. Generally, regosol contains calcium carbonate, showing a neutral or slightly alkaline reaction. The sample had a clay mineral content of 7%–12% smectite, 8%–10% illite, 7%–11% chlorite, 35%–40% quartz, 27%–31% feldspar, 3% haematite, and 3% others. The microbiological component was composed of $7.0 \times 10^6$ bacteria per gram of dry soil, $6.7 \times 10^4$ actinomycetes per gram of dry soil, and $2.1 \times 10^3$ fungi per gram of dry soil. Other components also influence nitrogen retention, such as organic matter content, soil texture, and so on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil Layer (cm)</th>
<th>Unit Weight (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Initial Soil Water Content Rate (%)</th>
<th>Organic Matter (g/kg)</th>
<th>TN (g/kg)</th>
<th>TP (g/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–20</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microbes have effects on the forms of nitrogen in soil. For example, the existence of nitrogen-fixing bacteria and phosphorus bacteria could add available nitrogen content in soil, denitrifying bacteria could slow the conversion of available nitrogen to ineffective nitrogen, and, in soil, some bacteria activate nitrogen and turns it into nutrients that plants can absorb [34]. Furthermore, other soil components have effects of the background value of nitrogen; for instance, the content of clay particles in soil could affect the mass fraction of TN in soil [35]. Meanwhile, those impacts mainly related to temperature [36]. However, in this study, TN was taken as the pollutant, which included various forms of nitrogen; therefore, the impacts of the conversion among various forms of nitrogen on TN concentrations and TN loads could be ignored. In addition, the background value of TN in soil and temperature were constant in the experiments. Therefore, it could be deduced that microbes and other soil component were not the key factors that caused changes of TN concentrations and TN loads in the rainfalls.

Precipitation and rainfall intensity were selected as the variables to study rainfall characteristics, and the slope was based on the typical terrain in order to study their significant effects on TN losses.

2.2. Experimental Devices

For a small-scale artificial rainfall experiment, the experimental plot is usually less than 5 m² with the length, width and depth of the soil box at 1–2 m, 0.5–1 m and 0.22–0.5 m, respectively [37]. In our
experiments, three identical steel soil boxes, each $1.0 \times 0.6 \times 0.25$ m and with two wheels at the base, were designed to minimize experimental error. Each soil box had apertures on the side near the wheels to allow runoff and sediment to transport freely. The bottom of the box was extended 0.1 m outward along the long side and a groove with small holes was set on the right-hand side of the extension to collect runoff and sediment. On the opposite side of the groove, a regulating screw was attached so that the slope angle of each soil box could be adjusted from $0^\circ$ to $65^\circ$. The structure of the soil boxes is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Structure of the soil box.](image)

In our experiments, a Norton nozzle-type rainfall simulator was adopted, consisting of a water supply system as well as a spraying system and produced in the United States (Figure 3). The height of the nozzle was 2.5 m and the hydraulic pressure was 0.04 M Pa, which made the sizes and distribution of raindrops were similar to those in nature. The rainfall intensity could be set at different levels by changing the frequency of nozzle swings and was stable to maintain a consistent condition.

![Figure 3. Structure of the Norton nozzle-type rainfall simulator.](image)

2.3. Experimental Design

As mentioned in Section 2.1, taking soil from a hillside where the soil type was regosol and the preprocessing of the regosol included crushing, sieving, air drying, and mixing. Afterwards, five 5-cm soil layers were compacted in a soil box so that the lower soil layer was loosed before the upper one was filled, to prevent soil stratification. After the filling was completed, a cutting ring method was used to guarantee the soil bulk density was about 1.30 g/cm$^3$, similar to that in nature. Domestic water with a TN concentration of 1.68 mg/L was used as an artificial rainfall source to simulate rainfall. In Chongqing City, the pH of domestic water is 7.93, that of rainwater is 5.64,
and difference can be found between them. Previous researches have demonstrated that pH has impacts on adsorption-desorption reactions [38,39]. In this research, the major form of TN was the dissolved one and the durations of experiments were relatively short, which led to a relatively weak adsorption-desorption effect. For those concerns, experimental error caused by such difference is regarded as acceptable.

The artificial rainfall source was assumed to have a composition similar to that of natural rainwater. According to precipitation data supplied by the National Meteorological Information Center, maximum rainfall intensity in Chongqing City in recent decades has exceeded 100 mm/h. Therefore, four rainfall intensities were adopted in this study: 30 mm/h, 60 mm/h, 90 mm/h and 120 mm/h. Normal precipitation from one rainfall would not usually exceed 80 mm; in combination with the designed rainfall intensities, we set rainfall duration at 40 min to simulate natural conditions and make the comparison and analysis more intuitive. Five slopes (5°, 10°, 15°, 20° and 25°) were designed representing regional terrain; moreover, the Water and Soil Conservation Law of the People’s Republic of China prohibits cultivation or crop planting on fields with a slope of 25° or more. The 20 experimental scenarios with various rainfall intensities and slopes are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Scheme of artificial rainfall experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope (A)</th>
<th>Rainfall Intensity (B)</th>
<th>30 mm/h (B₁)</th>
<th>60 mm/h (B₂)</th>
<th>90 mm/h (B₃)</th>
<th>120 mm/h (B₄)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5° (A₁)</td>
<td>A₁B₁</td>
<td>A₁B₁</td>
<td>A₁B₁</td>
<td>A₁B₁</td>
<td>A₁B₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10° (A₂)</td>
<td>A₂B₁</td>
<td>A₂B₂</td>
<td>A₂B₁</td>
<td>A₂B₂</td>
<td>A₂B₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15° (A₃)</td>
<td>A₃B₁</td>
<td>A₃B₂</td>
<td>A₃B₁</td>
<td>A₃B₂</td>
<td>A₃B₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20° (A₄)</td>
<td>A₄B₁</td>
<td>A₄B₂</td>
<td>A₄B₁</td>
<td>A₄B₂</td>
<td>A₄B₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25° (A₅)</td>
<td>A₅B₁</td>
<td>A₅B₂</td>
<td>A₅B₁</td>
<td>A₅B₂</td>
<td>A₅B₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this research, runoff-yielding times for all scenarios were 40 min; specifically, rainfall times were between 41.55 and 52.43 min. After runoff occurred on the soil surface of the soil boxes, it was collected by water butts. Specifically, the runoff occurring within 5 min was gathered in a water butt; therefore, all runoff for one scenario was collected in 8 water butts because runoff-yielding time for each scenario lasted 40 min. By this means, runoffs in all scenarios were measured. The soil was reloaded for each experiment to avoid influence caused by variations of soil water content and bulk density. The runoff and its TN concentration were measured and monitored after each simulated rainfall. As far as TN loss in regosol was concerned, dissolved nitrogen was the main form. Specifically, dissolved nitrogen was mainly nitrite, and ammonium nitrogen was the major component of the adsorbed nitrogen.

2.4. Data

In this study, the independent variables included precipitation, rainfall intensity, and slope, while the dependent ones contained TN load, TN concentration, and the initial runoff-yielding time. To ensure runoff-yielding time was 40 min for each rainfall, precipitations varied from 23.09 to 86.36 mm due to different rainfall intensities and the initial runoff-yielding times. Rainfall intensity was 30 mm/h, 60 mm/h, 90 mm/h and 120 mm/h, and slopes of 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, and 25° were adopted to reveal the influence mechanisms of rainfall and terrain on TN in various scenarios in the study area.

The TN load measured in these experiments contained not only dissolved nitrogen in the rainfall runoff but also adsorbed nitrogen on the sediments. The general measure processes were as follows. Firstly, water samples were filtrated, by which the supernatant containing dissolved nitrogen and the sediments carrying adsorbed nitrogen were divided. Afterwards, the concentrations of dissolved nitrogen in water samples and those of adsorbed nitrogen in sediment samples were measured. Finally, TN concentration was achieved as the sum of dissolved nitrogen concentration and adsorbed one, while mg/L was adopted as the unit. The initial runoff-yielding time took into account the interval
between rainfall and runoff generation, because soil water content did not reach the saturation point or generate runoff at the beginning of rainfall.

As mentioned above, the runoff occurring within one 5-min period was gathered in one water butt. In order to measure TN concentration, water was sampled in each water butt, which indicated that a measured TN concentration represented the average value in a corresponding 5 min. As far as dissolved nitrogen in the water samples was concerned, its concentration was measured by alkaline potassium persulfate digestion-UV spectrophotometric method [40]. The processes for determining concentration of dissolved nitrogen were as follows. Firstly, a calibration curve was obtained to calculate the difference between the corrected absorbance of the standard solution and that of a zero concentration solution. Secondly, a 10 mL water sample and a 10 mL pure water were measured to correct absorbance. Afterwards, the concentrations of water samples were achieved by the equation (national standard water quality-determination of total nitrogen-alkaline potassium persulfate digestion UV spectrophotometric method HJ 636-2012):

$$\rho = \frac{(A_r - a) \times f}{bV}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\rho$ was mass concentration of TN in water sample (mg/L), $A_r$ was the difference between the corrected absorbance of water sample and that of blank test, $a$ was the intercept of the calibration curve, $b$ was the slope of the calibration curve, $V$ was the volume of water sample (mL), and $f$ was dilution ratio of the water sample. For quality control and quality assurance, the digestion temperature was assured between 120 °C and 124 °C, and the digestion time was guaranteed as 50 min.

As for adsorbed nitrogen, its concentration was measured by semi-micro Kjeldahl method. Firstly, 1.0000 g of air-dried sediment sample was took, and its water content was tested. Secondly, the sediment sample went through heating digestion, which included ones concerned and not concerned nitrate and nitrite nitrogen. Blank tests of heating digesting were also taken. Thirdly, ammonia was distilled, distillate was titrated with a 0.005 mol/L sulfuric acid standard solution, and the volume of the acid standard solution was recorded. Lastly, the equation was adopted to calculate the concentration of adsorbed nitrogen in sediment samples (national standard method for the determination of soil total nitrogen (semi-micro Kjeldahl method) HY/T 53-1987):

$$\rho = \frac{(V - V_0) \times C_H \times 0.014}{m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\rho$ was the concentration of adsorbed nitrogen in the sediment sample (mg/L), $V$ was the volume of sulfuric acid standard solution when distillate was titrated (mL), $V_0$ was the volume of the sulfuric acid standard solution when blank water was titrated (mL), $C_H$ was the concentration of the sulfuric acid standard solution (mol/L), 0.014 was the millimol mass of nitrogen atom, and $m$ was the mass of the air-dried soil sample. Meanwhile, the pH of distillate was assured as alkaline to release the ammonia completely so that accurate results would be attained. In addition, TN loads were obtained as the products of runoffs and TN concentrations, which were based on those of dissolved nitrogen and adsorbed one.

SPSS, software specialized for correlation analysis, linear, and nonlinear regression analysis [41], was used to process the experimental data. The method of correlation analysis was adopted to analyze the relationships between precipitation and TN load, precipitation and TN concentration, rainfall intensity and TN concentration, rainfall intensity and the initial runoff-yielding time, slope and TN load, slope and TN concentration, and slope and the initial runoff-yielding time. By analyzing TN loads and TN concentrations under different rainfall intensities and slopes in the artificial rainfall experiments, the effects of rainfall and terrain on TN load, TN concentration, and the initial runoff-yielding time were revealed by correlation analysis.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effects of Precipitation on TN Losses

3.1.1. Effects of Precipitation on TN Load in Runoff

During the process of rainfall, dissolved nitrogen, including dissolved organic nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, and ammonium nitrogen were carried by rainfall runoff. Meanwhile, adsorbed nitrogen was adsorbed on soil sediments and then transported by water and soil loss. In the experiments, the correlations between precipitations and TN loads under five slopes were obtained, as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Correlations between precipitations and TN loads under different slopes.](image)

Generally, we found that there were positive linear relationships between precipitation and TN loads on different slopes, i.e., TN loads rose with increased precipitation. Table 3 shows the correlations between TN loads and precipitations under different slopes.

It can be seen that runoff increased and more dissolved nitrogen was generated when precipitation increased. In addition, more sediment was transported by the runoff and adsorbed nitrogen loss became more serious. Therefore, the heavier the rainfall was, the more nitrogen the rainfall runoff and sediment generated, and the severer the TN loss became. TN load losses were slightly different for different slopes, indicating that slope is an important factor affecting TN loss, which will be discussed thoroughly in Section 3.3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5°</td>
<td>$y = 0.6164x - 2.1767$</td>
<td>0.9892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°</td>
<td>$y = 0.6640x - 1.9772$</td>
<td>0.9880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15°</td>
<td>$y = 0.8357x - 4.3185$</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°</td>
<td>$y = 0.9463x - 4.5229$</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25°</td>
<td>$y = 0.9844x + 0.0897$</td>
<td>0.9874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 4, the existence of the initial runoff-yielding times demonstrates that there is an interval between the beginning of rainfall and runoff generation. Rainfall merely infiltrated into the soil at the beginning of rainfall and runoff did not begin immediately, because soil water content was relatively low initially. With increased precipitation, soil water content reached the saturation point, and then runoff generation as well as TN loss began to occur from the scouring effect of rainfall runoff.
3.1.2. Effects of Precipitation on TN Concentration in Runoff

The correlations between precipitations and TN concentrations in runoff under various slopes are shown in Figure 5. Those under slope $5^\circ$, $10^\circ$, $15^\circ$, $20^\circ$ and $25^\circ$ are shown as Figure 5a–e, respectively. The downward sloping lines in Figure 5 show that TN concentration declines with increasing precipitation, though this is not the case for TN load.

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Figure 5.** Correlations between precipitations and TN concentrations under slopes of (a) $5^\circ$; (b) $10^\circ$; (c) $15^\circ$; (d) $20^\circ$; (e) $25^\circ$.

At the start of rainfall, TN load accumulation in the soil was relatively high, and more nitrogen could dissolve in the rainfall water and adsorb on sediments. Therefore, TN went through the processes of dissolution and adsorption for several minutes before runoff began. Once soil water content reached the saturation point, the initial runoff carried the dissolved and adsorbed nitrogen, so that the TN concentration was relatively high at first. As the rainfall continued, the decline of TN concentration was caused by the decreasing background value of TN in soil, so that less nitrogen was dissolved in the runoff and adsorbed on the sediment.

Moreover, the declines on various slopes differed slightly. Compared to other slopes, TN concentrations declined most obviously on those at $5^\circ$ and $25^\circ$. For a gentle slope ($5^\circ$), rainfall infiltration lasted a relatively long time before runoff generation, so that nitrogen in soil dissolved...
sufficiently. Therefore, TN concentration on a gentle slope at the initial runoff-yielding time was relatively high. After that, the scouring effect become weaker and resulted in less dissolved and adsorbed nitrogen carried by runoff and sediment, which caused TN concentration to decrease rapidly. For a steep slope (25°), the reason of TN concentration at the initial runoff-yielding time was relatively high was that the runoff velocity was relatively small owing to gravity, the runoff infiltration rate was low, the runoff on the sloping field was large, and more TN was transported by runoff and sediment within a short time. With scouring, the background value of TN in the soil decreased, so that TN removed by runoff also diminished.

3.2. Effects of Rainfall Intensity on TN Losses

3.2.1. Effects of Rainfall Intensity on TN Concentration in Runoff

Due to the obvious relationship between precipitation and rainfall intensity, the effects of rainfall intensity on TN load were similar to those of precipitation on TN load, and therefore the effects are not discussed in detail. The correlation between rainfall intensity and TN concentration on various slopes is shown in Figure 6. It should be explained that TN concentrations on the five slopes under the same rainfall intensity were averaged as one value to eliminate the influence of slope on TN concentration. The effects of slope on TN loss will be discussed in Section 3.3.1. Rainfall intensity and TN concentration are negatively correlated, which can be formulated by a quadratic polynomial, and the square of the correlation coefficient (R²) is 0.9702. It can be seen that more runoff is generated under the condition of higher rainfall intensity. Meanwhile, the background value of TN in soil was consistent throughout our experiments; hence TN concentration declined as rainfall intensity increased.

3.2.2. Effects of Rainfall Intensity on the Initial Runoff-Yielding Time

Correlation analysis on the relationship between precipitation and the initial runoff-yielding time showed that the former had no obvious effects on the latter. In contrast, there was a negative correlation between rainfall intensity and the initial runoff-yielding time (Figure 7). It can be explained that as rainfall intensity increases, more raindrops fall on a slope over a certain duration and soil water content increases rapidly. On the other hand, heavy rainfall causes broken soil particles to fill the gap and form water film, which causes the infiltration capacity of the runoff to decrease [37]. Those factors generated rapid runoff even before rainfall infiltrated thoroughly into deep soil, which caused the initial runoff-yielding time to be short.

![Figure 6. Correlation between rainfall intensity and TN concentration.](image-url)
The difference among the initial runoff-yielding times on different slopes was obvious under a rainfall quadratic polynomial, and the square of correlation coefficient ($R^2$) is 0.9745, as shown in Figure 8b.

In Figure 7, the initial runoff time shortens when the slope rises, since increasing slope makes rainfall infiltration weaker and leads to easier runoff generation. It can be also seen that the effects of slope on the initial runoff time become indistinct as rainfall intensity increases to a certain degree. The difference among the initial runoff-yielding times on different slopes was obvious under a rainfall intensity of 30 mm/h: the longest time was 12.43 min on the 5° slope and the shortest was 6.17 min on the 25° slope. With increased rainfall intensity, the difference gradually diminishes. At a rainfall intensity of 120 mm/h, the difference between the maximum and the minimum is reduced from 6.26 min under rainfall intensity of 30 mm/h to 1.63 min. It can be seen that slope is a key factor affecting runoff generation when rainfall intensity is relatively small, and the initial runoff-yielding time decreases significantly as the slope increases. With rising rainfall intensity, the effect of rainfall intensity on runoff generation became more and more important, and the differences of the initial runoff-yielding times on different slopes lessen.

3.3. Effects of Slope on TN Losses

3.3.1. Effects of slope on TN Load in Runoff

Figure 8a reflects TN loads in runoff on different slopes under different rainfall intensities. In Figure 8b, various rainfall intensities on certain slopes were averaged to eliminate the influence of rainfall intensity on TN load. The correlation between slope and TN load can be expressed as by a quadratic polynomial, and the square of correlation coefficient ($R^2$) is 0.9745, as shown in Figure 8b.

![Figure 8](image-url)
Generally, TN load rises as slope increases, under various rainfall intensity conditions. The influence of slope on TN load can be explained by the following aspects. For steeper slopes, the scouring effect is stronger, a larger amount of runoff is generated, more sediment is transported, and more serious TN loss occurs. Previous studies have shown that there is a critical value for TN loss on slopes, so that soil erosion and TN loss do not increase limitlessly with greater slope [42]. In our experiments, slight drops in Figure 8a also supported the idea that TN load might reach a peak with the rise of slope. TN load decreased slightly as slope increased from 20° to 25° under rainfall intensities of 90 mm/h and 120 mm/h.

3.3.2. Effects of Slope on TN Concentration in Runoff

Figure 9 shows the correlation between slope and TN concentration, which can be expressed as a quadratic polynomial where the square of correlation coefficient (R²) is 0.9218. In Figure 9, four rainfall intensities on varying slope were averaged in order to eliminate the influence of rainfall intensity on TN concentration.

![Figure 9. Correlation between slope and TN concentration.](image)

TN concentration showed a positive correlation with slope, and increases were more obvious for steeper slopes. It can be explained that the steeper the slope was, the faster the velocity of water flow became, the stronger the scouring effect, the worse the soil erosion, so that nitrogen dissolution and adsorbed nitrogen loss are greater. However, runoff generated from different slopes does not vary very much with rainfall intensity; therefore, TN concentration rises with the increase of slope. Moreover, the increases were more obvious for steeper slopes, which also indicated that the increases of TN loads were more significant than those of runoff for greater slopes.

3.3.3. Effects of Slope on the Initial Runoff-Yielding Time

In our experiments, the relationships between slope and the initial runoff-yielding times showed negative correlations for all rainfall intensities (Figure 10). For a steeper slope, the contact time between rainfall and sloping field was shorter, the gravity of rainfall drops in slope surface direction became larger, rainfall infiltration was weakened, and runoff formed more easily; hence the initial runoff-yielding time was shorter. Figure 10 also shows that the differences among initial runoff-yielding times under various rainfall intensities diminish gradually with increasing of slope. Therefore, it can be deduced that slope plays a more important role in runoff generation as it increases, due to the increasing impacts of various factors.
In this study, the influence mechanisms of rainfall and terrain characteristics on total nitrogen (TN) losses from regosol were revealed by a series of artificial rainfall experiments. Natural rainfall and terrain conditions were simulated in 20 designed scenarios, which consisted of four rainfall intensities (30 mm/h, 60 mm/h, 90 mm/h, and 120 mm/h) and five slopes (5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, and 25°), with runoff-yielding time lasting 40 min.

The results showed that there were positive linear relationships between precipitations and TN loads under different slopes. There were delays before runoff generation, which demonstrated that there was an interval between the beginning of rainfall and runoff generation. In contrast, negative linear relationships represented the correlations between precipitations and TN concentrations, and the decreases of TN concentrations with increased precipitation were obvious on sloping fields at 5° and 25° of slope. The effects of rainfall on TN loss indicated that total precipitation was an important influencing factor and driving force for TN loss. Due to the obvious relationship between precipitation and rainfall intensity, the effects of rainfall intensity on TN load were similar to those of precipitation on TN load. As far as the effects of rainfall intensity on TN concentration were considered, they presented as a negative correlation. Similarly, the initial runoff-yielding time also showed a negative correlation with increased rainfall intensity. The initial runoff-yielding time was short for a steep slope, and the differences among the initial runoff-yielding times under designed slopes decreased as the rainfall intensity increased. TN load generally increased with an increase of slope, but not limitlessly, which can be deduced by slight drops of TN load on slopes with 25° comparing to TN loads on slopes with 20° under rainfall intensities of 90 mm/h and 120 mm/h. As for the relationship between slope and TN concentration, results showed that it was a positive one, with upward trends of TN concentrations with increasing slope more obvious for steeper slopes. Initial runoff-yielding times exhibited downward trends with increasing of slope, and the differences under various rainfall intensities diminished gradually with increasing of slope. It could be concluded that the steeper the slope was, the more serious the TN loss was.

Other research has shown that TN losses increased with increased rainfall intensity and TN concentration in runoff did not limitlessly increase, and those results were confirmed by this study [42,43]. The runoff volume increased with the increasing rainfall intensity and the increasing soil moisture content, and decreased with the increasing vegetation cover. These factors also significantly affected the losses of N. In other words, a longer and more intense rainfall resulted in a higher loss of N [23]. The N concentration in runoff was high at an early stage, and then reduced with increasing time [44]. All of this research presented conclusions similar to those of this study. This study reveals the effects of precipitation, rainfall intensity, and slope on TN losses from regosol with quantitative
correlation analysis, which has not been discussed thoroughly in previous studies. This study provides theoretical support for NPS pollution simulation and pollution control in reference to these influential factors and their influence mechanisms. The effects of rainfall and terrain on dissolved nitrogen in runoff and adsorbed nitrogen on sediments are also shown here. In the future, we hope to determine the critical slope value of TN losses from regosol and the influence mechanisms of natural rainwater and underlying surfaces on TN loss under multiple rainfalls.
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